Friendly
Offering personal advice or being overly friendly

Defensive Wall
Have they become unusually secretive or withdrawn?

Possession
Giving a child gifts, alcohol or drugs

Dummy
Pretending to be someone they are not, e.g. saying they have links to famous coaches or sports personalities

How Safe Are Your Children?

Child Sexual Exploitation

Do you know the Tactics and Signs?

Tactics
Coaches or volunteers using inappropriate sexualised, abusive or threatening language

Injury Time
Do they have unexplained marks and scars?

Attempts
Using their professional position or reputation to take advantage of a child

On Target
Seeks out vulnerable or impressionable youngsters

Help Us Stop Child Sexual Exploitation

Say Something, If You See Something Suspicious.
Contact:
Crimestoppers OR Police
0800 555 111 OR 101
WWW.STOP-CSE.ORG